Early Mississippian evaporites of coastal tropical wetlands
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ABSTRACT

Extensive evaporites in Lower Mississippian successions from palaeoequatorial regions are
commonly used as evidence for an arid to semi-arid palaeoclimate. However, in this study, detailed
studies of evaporites and their context refute this interpretation. Detailed sedimentological and
petrographical analysis of the Lower Mississippian of northern Britain, is combined with archived log
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data from more than 40 boreholes across southern Scotland, northern England and Northern Ireland, and published literature from Canada. Two key cores from the Tweed Basin and the northern margin of the Northumberland – Solway Basin contain 178 evaporite intervals and reveal twelve distinct forms of gypsum and anhydrite across seven facies that are associated with planar laminated siltstone and intercalated thin beds of ferroan dolostone. Nodular gypsum and anhydrite, typically in intervals less than 1 to 2 m thick, are integral components of the succession. Nodular evaporite occurs within about 1 m of a palaeosurface, but most evaporite deposits represent ephemeral brine pans to semi-permanent hypersaline lakes or salinas on a floodplain that was subjected periodically to storm surges introducing marine waters. Formation of evaporites under a strongly seasonal climate in a coastal wetland is supported by palaeosol types and geochemical proxies, and from palaeobotanical evidence published previously. Although 65% of modern equatorial areas experience a strongly seasonal climatic regime, salinas and sabkhas are a minor component today in comparison with the evidence from these Lower Mississippian successions. This implies that the earliest terrestrial environments were complex and dynamic providing a diverse range of habitats in which the early tetrapods became terrestrialized and represent a setting that is rarely preserved in the geological record.
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INTRODUCTION

Two contrasting models for the early Mississippian climatic regime of southern Laurussia are presented in the literature: a humid climate (e.g. van der Zwan et al., 1985) with seasonality (e.g. Falcon-Lang, 1999) or an arid/semi-arid climate (e.g. Scott, 1986; Wright, 1982, 1990; Bateman & Scott, 1990; Andrews & Nabi, 1998). Understanding the climate and palaeoenvironments at this time is important because the terrestrialization of vertebrates occurred during the Tournaisian, following...
the end-Devonian mass extinction event (Kaiser et al., 2015). Climate and palaeoenvironment may be among the underlying factors that enabled this profound step in the evolution of life on Earth.

The early and mid Tournaisian humid climate proposed by van der Zwan et al. (1985) is supported by a number of UK-focussed studies (e.g. Hird & Tucker, 1988; Brofiscin Oolite, South Wales). In the Tournaisian of south-east Scotland, Kearsey et al. (2016) linked the record of repeated river flood events (Bennett et al., 2016) with palaeosol data to conclude that the climate was tropical and markedly seasonal. These interpretations are consistent with the association of the reconstructed forest tree Stamnostoma huttonense with well-drained palaeosols (Retallack & Dilcher, 1988) and the presence of growth rings in fossil wood (Falcon-Lang, 1999, 2004).

In contrast, other observations from the UK Tournaisian are cited as evidence for an arid or semi-arid climate, including the presence of calcretes in south-east Scotland (Andrews & Nabi, 1998) and southern Britain (Wright, 1982, 1990), and the occurrence of evaporite rocks (Scott, 1986; Bateman & Scott, 1990). Young (1867) first recorded veins of fibrous gypsum cutting Tournaisian strata north of Glasgow, but the widespread occurrence of evaporite rock in this succession was revealed finally in a suite of boreholes drilled across the region by the British Geological Survey from the late 1960s onward (e.g. Paterson & Hall, 1986).

For the first time, the current study describes a diverse suite of evaporite rocks from the lower Mississippian Ballagan Formation of northern Britain and interpret these within their host sedimentary succession (Bennett et al., 2016, 2017; Kearsey et al., 2016) and regional context, discussing the implications for regional climate interpretations. This analysis provides an important insight into an unusual palaeoenvironment with few modern analogues. The significance of this palaeoenvironment is increased in the light of new discoveries of vertebrate fossils with terrestrial capability in the Ballagan Formation and its correlative, the Horton Bluff Formation, in Nova Scotia (Clack, 2002; Smithson et al., 2012; Anderson et al., 2015; Clack et al., 2016).
GEOLOGICAL SETTING

In the Tournaisian, Nova Scotia and Scotland were located in equatorial latitudes on the southern margin of Laurussia (Domeier & Torsvik, 2014). Oblique dextral collision between Laurussia and Gondwana began in Famennian to Tournaisian times (Leeder, 1971, 1974; Leeder et al., 1989; Gawthorpe et al., 1989), and resulted in the fragmentation of part of the Laurussian margin to form a mosaic of linked sedimentary basins in the Midland Valley of Scotland and northern England (Coward, 1993). The early fill to these basins includes the Ballagan Formation (Figs 1 and 2), underlain by the Kinnesswood Formation and in the west overlain by the Clyde Sandstone Formation. The last two comprise similar facies. They consist of fluvial, cross-bedded sandstone in upward-fining cycles, interbedded with red and purple mudstone, multiple intervals with carbonate nodules and thin beds of concretionary limestone (‘cornstones’; Read & Johnson, 1967; Eyles et al., 1949; Francis et al., 1970; Leeder, 1976; Leeder & Bridges, 1978; Young & Caldwell, 2011, 2012). The ‘cornstones’ are palaeosols containing extensive pedogenic carbonate and indicate a semi-arid or arid environment (Burgess, 1961; Leeder, 1976; Andrews et al., 1991; Wright et al., 1993). In the Scottish Borders, near Berwick upon Tweed, and along the northern margin of the Northumberland–Solway Basin, the Fell Sandstone Formation overlies the Ballagan Formation (Fig. 2).

Contrasting sharply with the units above and below, the Ballagan Formation consists dominantly of grey siltstone and thin beds of argillaceous ferroan dolostone (previously ‘cementstone’), with varying proportions of sandstone, flood-deposited sandy siltstone, palaeosols and evaporite rock (Anderton, 1985; Scott, 1986; Andrews et al., 1991; Andrews & Nabi, 1994, 1998; Bennett et al., 2016; Kearsey et al., 2016). The formation is best exposed in a 520 m thick, vertically dipping coastal section at Burnmouth (Fig. 1), bound by the Kinnesswood Formation at the base and Fell Sandstone Formation at the top (Fig. 2). In this section, and within the Norham West Mains Farm Borehole (see below), Bennett et al. (2016; table 1) identified ten facies and three facies associations.
within a coastal floodplain succession. The facies associations are fluvial, overbank and saline–hypersaline lake. Evaporites occur mostly in the saline–hypersaline lake facies association, but are also present in the overbank facies association.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study combines data from the British Geological Survey (BGS) borehole record collection with detailed studies of cores from three boreholes at the National Geological Repository, BGS Keyworth. The borehole logs archive contains ca 40 records that proved significant occurrences of the Ballagan Formation (Supplementary Data 1). Descriptive logs of 12 of these boreholes (Fig. 1), made in the past by BGS staff, provide consistent information on the spatial and temporal occurrence, context and general form of the evaporite deposits, although they do not contain sufficient sedimentological detail for facies analysis.

The Norham West Mains Farm Borehole located in the Tweed Basin about 10 km south-west of Berwick upon Tweed, fully cored 491 m of the Ballagan Formation (Fig. 1; Supplementary Data 1; Millward et al., 2013). Cores (102 mm diameter) were sliced lengthways and recorded by sedimentary logging at a scale of 1:12.5. Evaporite intervals were described from core, core photographs, hand specimens and polished thin sections. The Hoddom No. 2 Borehole was drilled near Ecclefechan on the northern margin of the Northumberland-Solway Basin in 1994 and the 48 mm diameter core was logged first by A. A. McMillan (BGS). For this study, the section beneath the base of the Fell Sandstone Formation, from 104.26 to 181.74 m was re-logged at the scale of 1:10. A visual inspection of the Glenrothes (Fife) Borehole core provided additional information. All depths quoted in this paper are below ground level.
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Selected thin sections were examined using an Olympus BH52 petrographic microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and the Hitachi S-3600N (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) and LEO1450 VPO (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) scanning electron microscopes (SEM) at the universities of Leicester and Southampton, respectively. The elements present were determined using an Oxford INCA 350 EDX (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer fitted to the former SEM. Dolomite descriptions follow the scheme of Sibley & Gregg (1987).

**EVAPORITE OCCURRENCE AND DISTRIBUTION**

Across the Midland Valley, evaporite rock occurrences are recorded as gypsum, along with sporadic records of siltstone pseudomorphs after halite (Figs 1 and 3). By contrast, gypsum and anhydrite are recorded from the upper and lower parts, respectively, of the Norham and Hoddom boreholes in the Tweed and Northumberland basins (Fig. 4). Scanning electron microscope analysis showed the presence of celestine, containing some barium, filling pore space and as tiny veins in dolostone associated with the evaporite rocks. In addition, Scott (1986) reported small amounts of barite from calcified nodules in dolostone beds at Burnmouth. No other evaporite species has been recorded.

These occurrences are small-scale, localized, and cannot be correlated between boreholes. Evaporite rock is absent from the succession in boreholes along northern and north-eastern flanks of the Southern Uplands. Also, it is absent where the formation thins towards the northern margin of the Midland Valley, for example on the isles of Bute and Arran (Young & Caldwell, 2011, 2012).

The distribution of evaporite intervals is uneven through the formation (Figs 3 and 4). In the Deaconhill Borehole, for example, 12 intervals are present in the middle of the formation, whereas the 34 in the Blaimullock Borehole are from the lower part. The 114 levels in the East Dron Borehole occur in all but the uppermost, sand-rich succession and basal Mains of Errol Member,
although scattered pseudomorphs after gypsum are present in the latter (Browne, 1980). In the Norham core, the 50 occurrences are throughout the succession, with 24 concentrated in the lowest 80 m. In the Hoddom core, 128 intervals occur between depths of 131 m and the base of the borehole at 199 m.

**Sedimentary context of the evaporite units**

Throughout the formation evaporite rock and laminated grey siltstone and dolostone are associated (Figs 3 and 4; Bennett et al., 2016). The laminated siltstone may contain bivalves, spirorbids, ostracods, fish fragments and, more rarely, conchostracans, and may be burrowed or bioturbated. In many examples, there are no associated desiccation surfaces or other indications of emergence. By contrast, in the Glenrothes, East Dron and Norham boreholes, there are examples of desiccated horizons less than 1 m above layers of evaporite nodules.

Evaporite deposits occur in many beds in the Hoddom Borehole. They occur in thin and medium beds of dolostone, laminated units of siltstone, and in beds of fine-grained and very fine-grained sandstone. Some siltstone and sandstone beds are bioturbated and there are scattered ostracods, plant debris, fish fragments and the bivalves *Modiolus, Sanguinolites* and *Leiopteria* (Dean, 1997). Desiccation cracks and palaeosols are few, though the tops of some dolostone beds are brecciated.

By contrast, in the Norham core, 25 evaporite units are clustered in six packages, 3.57 to 5.74 m thick, of laminated grey siltstone, interbedded with beds of dolostone (Supplementary Data 2); for example, the 5.74 m thick association contains seven evaporite units (Figs 6 and 7). Each package overlies either a rooted palaeosol, or a bed of sandy siltstone of the type described by Bennett et al. (2016). At the top, the siltstone either passes up into ripple cross-laminated, very fine-grained sandstone, or is overlain sharply by fluvial, cross-bedded, fine-grained to medium-grained sandstone. Within a package, there are no clearly defined erosion surfaces, pedogenic or desiccated
horizons. The siltstone underlying and overlying evaporite beds is burrowed and bioturbated in part, predominantly by the ichnotaxon *Chondrites* (Bennett *et al*., 2017). Although not abundant, ostracods are the ubiquitous element of a low-diversity biota that also includes fish and plant debris, and the bivalves *Modiolus* and *Naiadites*.

A thinner package, 3.14 m thick, includes a single nodular gypsum unit, 0.54 m thick, within the upper part of the succession (Fig. 8D; Facies 3 below). The base is a thin, bioturbated sandy siltstone that overlies a structureless grey siltstone with an irregular, brecciated top, interpreted as a gleyed inceptisol (Kearsey *et al*., 2016). The lowest 2.3 m comprise plane-laminated dark grey siltstone and composite dolostone units abundantly burrowed by *Chondrites*, ?*Zoophycos* and subordinate phycosiphoniform trace makers along with the presence of *Naiadites* (Bennett *et al*., 2017). The nodule bed hosted in dark dolostone containing abundant pyrite succeeds this. A unit of laminated siltstone and dolostone containing sporadic selenite crystals 18 cm thick overlies this bed, and the sharp base of a cross-bedded sandstone unit containing mudstone rip-up clasts and plant fragments terminates the succession.

Grey and dark grey siltstone, either as separate beds or interlaminated, hosts the evaporites. The grey siltstone is composed of normally graded laminae of angular to subangular quartz, plagioclase, potassium feldspar, muscovite and clay minerals. The dark grey siltstone also contains variable proportions of dolomite crystals, typically associated with amorphous organic matter (AOM) and framboidal pyrite. There may be patches of poikilotopic anhydrite or gypsum cement in some rocks.

Evaporites are also common in thin beds of ferroan dolostone (Fig. 3) that occur within the successions of laminated grey siltstone. Many of these evaporite-bearing dolostones are composed of planar-textured subhedral dolomite (Sibley & Gregg, 1987) with average rhomb sizes of 40 to
140 µm. By contrast, other beds are dense, dark dolomicrite, composed of <5 µm unimodal grains of rhombohedral planar-e to planar-s dolomite. In some thin sections, spongy clotted fabrics are apparent, but SEM analysis shows the clotted fabrics to consist of the finest grained dolomite and little or no organic matter is present.

**DESCRIPTION OF EVAPORITE FACIES**

Table 1 summarizes the macroscopic and petrographic characteristics (Fig. 5) of 13 evaporite forms. Some forms occur singularly, whereas others associate in seven facies.

**Facies 1: Nodules hosted by siltstone and sandstone**

Ovoid to subspherical and irregular nodules of gypsum or anhydrite, up to 15 cm diameter, within thinly laminated siltstone are the most common evaporite form recorded in the Midland Valley borehole logs (Figs 3, 8A and 8B). Many occurrences in the Glenrothes and East Dron boreholes lie up to about 1 m beneath desiccation surfaces or brecciated top surfaces of siltstone beds (Facies 1a). In examples of this type in the Norham core, sedimentary lamination is deformed around the nodules. By contrast, evidence for emergence, including desiccation cracks and brecciated sediment, is absent from boreholes in the west of the Midland Valley and the evaporite nodules occur in thick units of planar-laminated siltstone. Similarly, in the Hoddom core packages of siltstone and fine-grained sandstone, several metres thick, contain many irregularly bound, bedding-parallel layers of generally small nodules (<2 cm) (Facies 1b; Fig. 8C). Facies 1b nodules are typically concentrated becoming mosaic or chicken-wire forms and the nodule proportions may increase or decrease upwards.
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**Facies 2: Nodular–laminated evaporite units**

The Norham core contains nine complex units, 0.37 to 0.80 m thick, of associated protonodules, nodules, chicken-wire texture and anhydrite rock. All units are in the lower part of the formation, below the depth of 320 m. Anhydrite, commonly with porphyrotopic gypsum rims, is dominant in all but the uppermost example, which is replaced by secondary gypsum. Facies 2 does not occur in the Hoddom core or in any Midland Valley borehole. Two sub-facies are recognized (Fig. 9).

Five examples of Facies 2a (Fig. 9A) consist of a zone at the top of nodules set in dolostone, becoming chicken-wire textured downwards and passing abruptly into anhydrite rock. The matrix is siltstone within the chicken-wire and anhydrite rock zones. At the base, protonodules occur along lamination in dark grey siltstone, silty dolostone or dolostone. In two examples (421.33 to 421.70 m; 422.14 to 422.94 m), the various forms are separated by a few centimetres of laminated siltstone (Fig. 9A). A water-escape structure occurs at the top of the lower of the two examples. In the four examples of Facies 2b the zones are in reverse order (Fig. 9B).

The nodular zone consists of an accumulation of round, oval or elongate anhydrite masses, typically a few centimetres in diameter, and in some examples elongated vertically. The top of a Facies 2a evaporite unit at 377.61 to 378.25 m has a sharp contact with overlying siltstone. The chicken-wire zone is 0.15 to 0.20 m thick consisting of small (<5 cm) nodules, separated by small enclaves, smears and trails of siltstone or dolostone. The nodules are irregular in shape and appear flattened horizontally.

The anhydrite rock zone is 7 to 30 cm thick. In Facies 2a, the base, on siltstone or laminated dolostone, is sharp and in some examples bulbous. Trails of small, irregular, angular enclaves of siltstone matrix define a crude lamination that may be parallel to that in the sedimentary rocks beneath, or steeper where the enclaves have a sigmoidal shape. In part, the contact is stylolitic and trails of the enclaves outline former nodule boundaries (Fig. 8E). Granoblastic anhydrite characterizes this unit (Fig. 5E and F).
The uppermost example of Facies 2a (Fig. 9C) is composed mostly of sub-horizontal bands of vertically aligned selenitic gypsum containing few anhydrite inclusions, though zones of aphanitic anhydrite are preserved locally. Common enclaves of siltstone in trails testify to the original presence of the anhydrite rock zone. Satin-spar veins disrupt gypsum nodules at the top of the dolostone bed. The very thin lamination in the dolostone is contorted.

Protonodules of either anhydrite or gypsum are present in six examples of Facies 2, in the uppermost 10 to 30 cm underlying the anhydrite rock zone in Facies 2a or at the top of the succession in Facies 2b. The protonodules in Facies 2a are 1 to 20 mm diameter and aligned along the lamination, which is warped over them (Fig. 9A). The smaller nodules are typically round, oval or lenticular in shape. Within siltstone or silty dolostone, dark, very thin laminae and discontinuous streaks of dolomite rhombs 1 to 5 µm across, typically underlie and overlie the protonodules. In the uppermost example of Facies 2a (Fig. 9C), the protonodules are composed of gypsum with anhydrite cores and extensive dolomite replacing the sulphate minerals. Here, the protonodules are hosted by laminated dark dolostone with crystal size 1 to 5 µm; paler lenticular zones of planar-e to planar-s crystals 8 to 25 µm, define the lamination. Scattered throughout are sporadic flakes of mica and irregular, corroded quartz; anhydrite and small patches of celestine fill pores in the finer-grained dolostone.

In Facies 2b, the protonodules at the top of the succession are mainly irregular discontinuous streaks along the lamination and in places resemble disrupted thin layers (Fig. 9B). The proportion of evaporite decreases abruptly upwards and there also appears to be a sharp base to the laminated siltstone.

**Facies 3: Compact gypsum nodule beds**

Facies 3 occurs in the Norham core but not in Hoddom or elsewhere. The Norham core contains one unit, 0.54 m thick, with its base at a depth of 182.96 m. It comprises two beds of close-packed, round gypsum nodules, up to 1 cm across, in a dolostone matrix (Fig. 8D); a few nodules are
elongate and aligned vertically. Many millimetre-wide sub-horizontal gypsum veins cut the unit.

Laminated dolomicrite, 2 cm thick and containing tiny clotted aggregates and wispy steaks of organic matter separates the beds. Palynological preparation shows this to include fragments of thin sheets of AOM.

The dolostone matrix is composed of unimodal, planar, 1 to 5 µm dolomite crystals. Irregular, discontinuous dark laminae, up to 100 x 6 µm, are rich in 5 to 35 µm pyrite framboïds, and clusters and trails of associated pyrite spherules up to 1 µm in diameter. The very fine pyrite outlines straight and curved rods, larger oval forms and a mesh of interlinked tube-like structures entwining sporadic mica and highly corroded quartz grains, and pyrite framboïds (Fig. 10E and F). The pyrite layers also locally contain randomly orientated anhydrite laths up to 10 µm long, and pore and vein-like fills of celestine. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spot analyses of the celestine show that it contains small amounts of Ba.

Facies 4: Evaporite – dolostone/ siltstone laminites
This facies is commonest in the Hoddom core where there are seven examples (Supplementary Data 3); descriptions of three of these illustrate the variation. Firstly, a 26 cm thick laminated bed of very fine-grained quartz sandstone with its base at 166.74 m occurs between dolostone beds containing nodular anhydrite. Evenly distributed throughout the sandstone are aggregates up to 3 mm across of aphanitic anhydrite; many of the aggregates resemble the equant lozenge-shaped form of gypsum (Fig. 5A). The cement is granular to poikilotopic anhydrite. Secondly, at 168.93 to 169.08 m laminated siltstone, very fine-grained sandstone and discontinuous layers of dolomicrite with opaque streaks are packed with lozenge-shaped aggregates up to 0.5 mm of aphanitic anhydrite (Fig. 5B). The shape of the anhydrite aggregates again resembles gypsum. Thirdly, a 20 cm thick bed with its base at 171.21 m is composed of laminated, very fine-grained sandstone, anhydrite rock and lenticular remnants of sandy siltstone. The anhydrite rock contains grains of quartz and feldspar with
intricate margins and some pyrite. The sandy siltstone is composed of quartz, mica and feldspar grains, along with sporadic wood fragments, in a supporting matrix dominated by finer grained mica/illite; anhydrite heavily impregnates the sandy siltstone.

A single example of Facies 4 occurs in the Norham core at 450.50 to 451.14 m (Figs 6 and 7E). This consists of convolute-bedded dolostone, siltstone, claystone and laminated anhydrite rock. Interleaved with these are laminae of siltstone and anhydrite that alternate on a millimetre to sub-millimetre-scale (Fig. 7E). The anhydrite laminae are aphanitic with grains up to 20 µm and intergrown with single crystals and irregular aggregates of planar-e dolomite with an average crystal size of 7 µm; thicker laminae are coarser grained and granoblastic. In the convoluted upper part of this unit, the intercalated brown claystone occurs in ragged and disrupted strips impregnated with anhydrite (Fig. 10C and D). The claystone contains thin sheets of carbonaceous matter, along with quartz and hornblende grains and randomly orientated mica plates, in a muscovite/illite groundmass containing minute pockets of anhydrite.

**Facies 5: dolostone–evaporite facies**

Gypsum and/or anhydrite masses commonly occur solely within ferroan dolostone beds. The proportion containing evaporite masses varies from about 5% in the Deaconhill Borehole (5 out of 94) to 16% in Loch Humphrey (20 out of 126); there are just two occurrences in Barnhill (out of 82 dolostones) and no record in the Ascog and Knocknairshill boreholes. Facies 5 is more common than Facies 1 in the Loch Humphrey borehole, but less so in East Dron. In the Glenrothes Borehole dolostone beds containing evaporite minerals have a more widespread distribution than Facies 1 (Fig. 3).

In the Norham core, 21 of 272 dolostone beds contain gypsum or anhydrite. The evaporite forms occur as sporadic disseminated crystal aggregates, void fills, irregular angular forms (Fig. 7F) or coalescent masses of round nodules. Laminated evaporite rock occurs at the base of a few beds.
alternating with dolostone on a millimetre-scale (Fig. 7F). The host dolostone is typically a mosaic of 40 to 140 µm unimodal to polymodal planar-rhombs. Sporadic shell fragments, mainly ostracods, bioturbation and frambooidal pyrite may be present. Scattered angular silt grains of quartz with highly irregular margins are present in many of the dolostone beds. A few beds display lamination, marked by layers of differing average grain size; the lamination is typically deformed around the margins of the nodules. Round patches of coarser dolomite are also present. Some of the dolostones are composed of dense dolomicrite <5 µm with opaque matter forming a spongy, clotted texture, streaky masses and discontinuous thin lenses. A water escape structure occurs at the top of one of these beds (Fig. 8F).

In the Hoddom core 62 of 117 dolostone beds contain anhydrite and/or gypsum as layers of, or dispersed, protonodules, nodules, mosaic-nodular and chicken-wire masses. Evaporite forms comprise up to as much as 75% of beds, though there are a few beds up to 15 cm thick of anhydrite rock containing trails of dolomicrite or siltstone. Nodules may be concentrated at the top or base of beds and the proportion both increases and decreases towards the top of many beds.

**Facies 6: Residue beds**

Small-scale evidence of the probable former presence of evaporite deposits is present in the upper part of the Norham core, within 50 m of the present-day surface. Here, two bedding-parallel zones a few centimetres thick are composed of spongy calcite networks; some of the calcite present may be pseudomorphous after gypsum. Residue beds have not been reported from any Ballagan Formation exposure.


**Facies 7: Pseudomorphs after halite**

Halite (*sensu stricto*) has not been recorded from the Ballagan Formation, but its former presence has been noted from euhedral pseudomorphs of siltstone or fine-grained sandstone in Chattlehope Burn (Cater *et al.*, 1989) and near Langholm (Leeder, 1974). In addition, the logs of the Loch Humphrey, East Dron and Glenrothes boreholes (Fig. 3) record the presence of pseudomorphs up to 5 mm, some preserving hopper faces within units of laminated grey mudstone. In the Glenrothes and East Dron boreholes, the pseudomorphs occur up to about 1 m beneath desiccation crack horizons or dolostone beds. This facies has not been found in the Norham or Hoddom cores.

**INTERPRETATION**

The mineralogy and textures of ancient evaporite rocks relate to a history of multiple replacements following deposition, burial and later exhumation (e.g. Murray, 1964; Schreiber & El Tabakh, 2000; Warren, 2006). Despite this, the Ballagan Formation rocks contain convincing petrographic evidence that the primary evaporite mineral was gypsum. Lenticular pseudomorphs composed of aphanitic anhydrite aggregates and having the prismatic shape typical of gypsum occur in the evaporite laminites, among the small nodules, and at the margins of some larger nodules (Fig. 5A, B and D). A general diagenetic sequence from primary gypsum to anhydrite to secondary gypsum is inferred from the mineralogy and textural relationships present (Table 2). This is broadly compatible with the scheme interpreted from the Jurassic Purbeck evaporites in southern England by West (1964). Understanding the main features of the diagenetic history is important in interpreting the facies.
**Facies 1: Nodules hosted by siltstone and sandstone**

The two subfacies have distinct origins. The large nodules in Facies 1a grew by the accretion of gypsum crystals, progressively displacing host sediment from the mass and deforming the lamination (Fig. 5D). Examples of nodules in the Glenrothes and Norham cores arranged as sinuous strings fit the description of enterolithic veins (for example, Fig. 8B). Their occurrence up to 1 m beneath a brecciated siltstone or a desiccation crack horizon suggest that the nodules grew in the vadose or shallow phreatic zone beneath the floodplain through evaporation. This is like many Holocene supratidal sabkhas (Warren, 2006, and references therein).

The generally smaller nodule concentrations of Facies 1b in the Hoddom cores cannot be related to a contemporary ground surface and the host rocks suggest uninterrupted deposition in standing water bodies. The evaporite textures exhibited are similar to those described for gypsum mush accumulations in ponds and lagoons associated with some of the Persian Gulf sabkhas (e.g. Butler *et al.*, 1982). These nodule layers in Hoddom are interpreted as having formed during dehydration of a gypsum mush, a mechanism proposed by Warren & Kendall (1985). The repeated beds of gypsum mush and siliciclastic sediment imply swings between episodes of desiccation and wetter conditions that provided sediment input into the water body. The evaporite nodules in boreholes from the north and west of the Midland Valley probably also formed in this way.

**Facies 2, 3 and 5: Association of dolostone with evaporite rock**

The strong link between evaporite rock and dolostone in the Ballagan Formation was ascribed to a floodplain saline – hypersaline facies association by Bennett *et al.* (2016). Dolostone beds are characteristic of Facies 2, 3 and 5, but are also a more widespread feature of the Ballagan Formation and not all contain evaporite nodules. Some of the dolostones may have a palustrine origin, similar to those for example in the Upper Cretaceous Leza Formation (Suarez-Gonzalez *et al.*, 2015) or the upper Mississippian strata of Kentucky (Barnett *et al.*, 2012). However, the Ballagan evaporite-
bearing dolostones do not show the pedogenic features of those from Kentucky. The formation of gypsum in palustrine carbonates is favoured by a semi-arid climate (Platt & Wright, 1992; Alonso-Zarza, 2003) or where dolomite dominates (Sanz-Rubio et al., 1999).

The evaporite-bearing Ballagan dolostones composed of planar-s dolomite with average rhomb sizes of 40 to 140 µm are likely to be recrystallized. By contrast, the dark dolomicrites, with rhombohedral grains <5 µm are considered to be either primary precipitates, or more probably, early replacements of precursor very high magnesium calcite (Vasconcelos & McKenzie, 1997; Warren, 2000; Gregg et al., 2015). The formation of primary dolomite has long been regarded as difficult, though Pierre et al. (1984) argued that finely crystalline dolomite is precipitated penecontemporaneously with gypsum in the Ojo de Liebre lagoon in Baja California. However, photosynthetic and chemotrophic microorganisms have been shown to have a role in dolomite nucleation, both from experimental and field studies (e.g. Vasconcelos & McKenzie, 1997; Wright & Wacey, 2005; Barbieri et al., 2006; Mastandrea et al., 2006; Bailey et al., 2009; Sánchez-Román et al., 2009; Bontognali et al., 2010; Bahniuk et al., 2015).

The association in modern examples of dolomite and evaporite deposits with microbial mats is well-known (for example, references above; Warren, 2010, and references therein). By contrast, in ancient deposits these organic structures are generally not preserved. However, Schieber (1999, 2007) described a range of characteristic sedimentary indicators that point to the probable former presence of microbial mats. No bioherms have been recorded from the Ballagan Formation, but of those indicators mentioned by Schieber the following are present. They are dark, crinkled, discontinuous carbonaceous laminae in dolostone and siltstone associated with evaporite protonodules; ragged ends to strips of siltstone; thin films of clay minerals with tiny pyrite aggregates draping 8 to 25 µm dolomite crystals within dolostone; trails of fine pyrite in dolostone; grains of ragged quartz floating in dolostone; and randomly orientated micas within dolostone (Fig. 10A to F).
**Facies 2: Nodular – laminated evaporite units**

Superficially, Facies 2 resembles classic marine-marginal sabkha cycles of the Persian Gulf as described by Shearman (1966, 1978) and Kendall (1984) and related by Kirkham (1997) to transgressive – regressive sea-level cycles. In this model, the identification of three main features is critical. These are laminated marine mudstone associated with microbial mats at the base commonly with gypsum crystals; displacive nodular and chicken-wire evaporites and enterolithic structures within the overlying siliciclastic or carbonate sediment; and an erosion surface at the top (Shearman, 1966, 1978; Kendall, 1984; Kirkham, 1997; Schreiber & El Tabakh, 2000).

The thickness of examples of Facies 2 fall within the typical range of sabkha cycles of 30 cm to 2 m (Schreiber & El Tabakh, 2000). However, the marine and intertidal deposits are substituted by planar laminated siltstone and interbedded dolostone deposited within bodies of standing water, most probably coastal plain lakes (Bennett *et al.*, 2016). However, the presence of single tier *Chondrites* burrows, implying short duration occupation by marine ichnotaxa, suggests that marine water recharged these lakes during storm events (Bennett *et al.* 2017).

Laminated siltstone and dolostone host evaporite protonodules at the base of Facies 2a. Although the organic content of these rocks is now low, there are features strongly suggesting the growth of evaporite nodules within microbial mats. This includes the undulating form of thin layers of dark (<5 µm) and light (8 to 25 µm) dolomicrite, in some cases confining the trails of protonodules, along with very thin laminae of clay minerals associated with pyrite and isolated grains of quartz or feldspar (Fig. 10A and B). The coarser Fe-bearing (EDX) dolomite crystals are compatible with growth during bacterial fermentation diagenesis as the sediment was buried (Irwin *et al.*, 1977; Irwin, 1980; Mastandrea *et al.*, 2006). If so, then this dolomite implies a high original organic content. Although microbial mats are an important element of the intertidal zone of marine marginal sabkhas, they also occur at the margins and on the floor of shallow lakes, among other environments (Warren, 2006, and references therein).
Silt from runoff or from floods then buried the microbial mats. Evaporation led to the shallowing of the lake, hypersalinity and finally to deposition of dolomicrite. At this stage, the lakebed may have been the top of the dolostone, though a brecciated or cracked top to suggest subaerial exposure was not identified in any of the examples examined. A water-escape structure (Fig. 9A) is cited as evidence of exposure. Gypsum nodules then formed within the silt and dolomicrite during further evaporation and lowering of the water table. In the sabkha model this should have led to uplift and erosion (Shearman, 1978), but erosion surfaces are difficult to prove in core in the absence of a regolith which is not present in any examples from the current study.

The nodular and chicken-wire anhydrite in the Norham core are dominated by aphanitic, felted-lath and related textures which Shearman & Fuller (1969) and Holliday (1973) considered to represent two generations of syndepositional anhydrite formation, rather than dehydration caused by burial (Murray, 1964). At the margin of some nodules, the lozenge-shaped pseudomorphs after gypsum are composed only of aphanitic anhydrite (Fig. 5D). Where these coalesce into nodules coarser, felted-laths surround the aphanitic ‘cores’ and, as proposed by Holliday (1973), resulted from the precipitation of anhydrite without a gypsum precursor. This interpretation implies either an increase in salinity of the enclosing brine as the temperature rises, or that the brine was at first saturated with respect to gypsum but underwent further concentration and rise in temperature to reach anhydrite saturation (Hovorka, 1992).

Progressive growth and compaction of the nodules reduced the volume of interstitial sediment from a continuous interstitial mass in the nodular zone, to discontinuous streaks and thin films in the chicken-wire zone and to trails of tiny detached enclaves defining a weak lamination in the anhydrite rock zone. The presence of trails of siltstone that define the margins of well-flattened nodules (Fig. 8E) seems to preclude the conversion of siva-twinned gypsum growths to anhydrite nodules along the lines proposed by Shearman (1985). Siltstone always hosts the anhydrite rock zone and its low permeability would impede the escape of water released by the dehydration
reaction, allowing extreme compaction (Shearman & Fuller, 1969). The retention of sulphate-saturated fluid in the siltstone may have promoted anhydrite grain growth and granoblastic texture. This contrasts with the nodular and chicken-wire zones, hosted by dolostone that may have lithified early, as suggested by the 3D preservation of plant stems in some non-evaporite-bearing examples (Scott & Meyer-Berthaud, 1985).

In Facies 2b (Fig. 9B), the sharp top to the chicken-wire zone is interpreted to be the eroded sabkha surface beneath which the evaporite rocks formed. The nodular and chicken-wire anhydrite zones are reversed only because their host is reversed. No microbial mat developed. The laminated siltstone at the top of the succession represents renewed flooding and sedimentation of silt and gypsum laminites that were disrupted during dehydration to anhydrite.

**Facies 3: Compact gypsum nodule beds**

The co-existence of nodular evaporite with dark dolomicrite containing abundant pyrite from the Norham core is the only example known in the Ballagan Formation. The pyritized tube-like forms (Fig. 10E and F) suggest a filamentous microbial origin. The detrital quartz and mica grains appear entwined within these structures, a feature of microbial mats demonstrated experimentally by Frantz et al. (2015). The preservation of pyrite framboids with dolomite indicates that the mineralization occurred during or shortly after sediment deposition, rather than during burial, and furthermore suggests the involvement of sulphate-reducing bacteria. Vasconcelos & McKenzie (1997) describedmicrobially-mediated dolomite in a layer of hypersaline black sludge just above the sediment-water interface from Lagoa Vermelha in coastal Brazil; Wright & Wacey (2005) demonstrated this experimentally in the Coorong, Australia. The further presence of interstitial anhydrite and celestine emphasizes microbial involvement (Taberner et al., 2002; Sanz-Montero et al., 2009). The processing of organic matter by bacteria in this zone locally causes high alkalinity, a requisite for the precipitation of dolomite (Wright & Wacey, 2005; Sánchez-Román et al., 2009).
Facies 3 corroded quartz grains suggest that alkaline conditions prevailed. The relatively large size of the framboids implies that the environment was dysoxic (Wilkin et al., 1996; Bond & Wignall, 2010).

The facies occurs near the top of a sedimentary succession that began with a flooding event and subsequently dominated by suspension sedimentation in a body of standing water. Much reduced sediment input allowed establishment of a marsh. The evaporite beds formed within the putative microbial mat before lithification, as indicated by the deformation of the mat (Fig. 10E), following further flooding and burial of the mat.

**Facies 4: Evaporite – siltstone/sandstone laminites**

Localized thin units (Figs 6, 7E and 8G) of alternating laminae of evaporite rock and clastic or carbonate rock represent direct sedimentation of gypsum into a brine pool; pseudomorphs after gypsum from the Hoddom core illustrated in Fig. 5A formed within the sandy substrate of the pool. The successions of alternating laminae may represent seasonal sedimentation. The equigranular aphanitic anhydrite is texturally distinct from that of the nodules and is compatible with a precursor as fine-grained gypsum deposited from spontaneous ‘whitings’ (Babel, 2004) during episodes of rapid evaporation. By contrast, the clastic laminae resulted from the influx of silt and immature fine sand during wet periods or possibly as aeolian deposits (Gunatilaka & Shearman, 1988). Thicker evaporite laminae within the succession could be the result of seasonal mixing or of longer arid periods (Babel, 2004). Although the scale of the thinnest laminae is compatible with annual accumulations (varves; Einsele, 2000), Warren (2006) warned that, rather than annual, such lamination may have resulted from repeated flooding events. Flooding events generating sandy siltstones were characteristic of the Ballagan coastal plain according to Bennett et al. (2016) (Fig. 4). The clastic laminae in one of the Hoddom examples have features of sandy siltstone deposited in shallow water.
The characteristics of the brown claystone strips within the upper part of the deformed unit in the Norham core (Figs 7E, 10C and 10D) suggest that these are relicts of a microbial mat. Indirect evidence following Schieber (1999, 2007) includes the ragged form of the strips interleaved with anhydrite, randomly orientated clays and micas, dispersed corroded quartz and hornblende grains and the thin discontinuous sheets of carbonaceous matter. Soft-sediment deformation of the whole unit is probably contemporaneous with dehydration of primary gypsum to anhydrite and may have been the cause of mat rupture.

**Facies 5: Dolostone – evaporite facies**

Although in many of the dolostones the dolomite has recrystallized, a few examples of primary dolomicrite remain. The presence of interlaminated dolostone and evaporite at the base of some dolomicrite beds (lower part; Fig. 7F) containing dispersed, irregular nodules throughout suggests that the evaporite formed penecontemporaneously with the dolomite in a shallow hypersaline lake or brine pan. Penecontemporaneous crystallization of dolomite and gypsum has been inferred to occur in the coastal salinas of Baja California (Pierre et al., 1984). By contrast, the coalescent, rounded nodules seen in other examples formed above the water table following drying out of the lake, as envisaged for Facies 2a. The water-escape structures in these beds probably resulted from the expulsion of water produced during dehydration of gypsum.

**Facies 6: Residue beds**

The residue beds formed through dissolution and carbonate replacement of the evaporites, probably in the near subsurface during Cenozoic or, more recent, uplift. The original bed thickness of these examples was probably insufficient for collapse to have taken place. However, collapse breccia has been illustrated from post-Tournaisian strata in the Lyne Formation near Bewcastle in the Northumberland Basin (Ward, 1997, fig. 4a).
Facies 7: Pseudomorphs after halite

Displacive halite cubes are a feature of marine marginal sabkhas and salinas, forming at, or a little above, the groundwater table through capillary evaporation (Schreiber & El Tabakh, 2000). A similar origin is inferred for the sporadic occurrences in the Ballagan Formation.

DISCUSSION

Ancient evaporite facies are rarely preserved in surface exposures and the immediate subsurface in non-arid regions because of dissolution. Their former presence in exposures of the Ballagan Formation had been recognized from calcite pseudomorphs in some dolostone beds at Burnmouth (Scott, 1986). Furthermore, exposures containing satin spar veins are characteristic only of this formation in the Mississippian succession of the region (Hall et al., 1998; Monro, 1999). However, the importance of evaporites as an integral part of the depositional regime is only apparent through subsurface investigations.

The coastal floodplain model for the Ballagan Formation proposed by Francis et al. (1970), Anderton (1985) and Andrews et al. (1991) has been developed further by Bennett et al. (2016, 2017) and Kearsey et al. (2016). Scott (1986) proposed an alternative palaeogeography from studies at Burnmouth (Fig. 1), and postulated that the evaporite rocks formed in sabkhas around the margins of a continental lake. Although there may be some examples of this environment, it is unlikely to be the primary setting, given the sporadic occurrences of storm-derived marine invertebrate fossils across the Midland Valley and the proximity of brachiopod and crinoid-bearing limestones of the partly coeval Lyne Formation in the adjacent Northumberland – Solway Basin (Fig. 2; Leeder, 1975; Waters et al., 2011). The 128 cryptic marine intervals in the Norham core, comprising a storm-derived Chondrites ichnofacies and scolecodons demonstrate abundant marine flooding into the
Tweed Basin (Bennett et al., 2017). The restricted evaporite mineralogy of dolomite, gypsum and anhydrite along with trace amounts of celestine and barite is more typical of marginal marine than of continental deposits (Warren, 2006; Chagas et al., 2016).

Gypsum δ³⁴S values of 20‰ from the Ballagan Formation in the Midland Valley reported by Patrck et al. (1983) are close to Tournaisian seawater δ³⁴S values of 21 ± 1‰ (Kampschulte et al., 2001). However, the two Ballagan analyses quoted by Patrck et al. (1983) are likely to have been from satin spar veins as the samples were from exposures. Therefore, the values quoted may not support the marine origin of the sulphate, because the sulphur isotopes will have undergone fractionation as a result of phase transformation during burial and uplift (Taberner et al., 2002), although the effect of this is often regarded as small (Schreiber & El Tabakh, 2000). More compelling evidence for the origin of the sulphate is provided by the repeated cryptic marine flooding events (Bennett et al., 2017).

The interpretation here is that Ballagan evaporites formed because of the evaporation of shallow hypersaline lakes. The coastal plain model for the Ballagan Formation (Fig. 12) contains open and closed saline lakes (Bennett et al., 2016, 2017), along with meteoric-fed fresh and brackish water lakes (Williams et al., 2006). The current study envisages that some of the closed, marine-fed saline lakes episodically evaporated to become hypersaline, depositing gypsum. The juxtaposition of lakes with differing salinities is seen today in the Brazilian Pantanal wetlands (Costa et al., 2015), although this setting is not coastal. Many lakes were probably temporary and short lived, though along the margin of the Northumberland – Solway Basin some may have been semi-permanent, as in the Hoddom area. Similar bodies of water probably existed to the west of Glasgow. Marine and freshwater surface flooding events formed and recharged the lakes. Microbial mats developed along some lake margins and perhaps the floors during early stages of a lake’s existence. The record of evaporite occurrences across the region (Fig. 1) shows particular concentrations to the western extent of the Midland Valley, at Glenrothes and near Perth in the east, in the Northumberland –
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Solway Basin, and in the Tweed basin. These locations probably reflect ready access for marine floodwaters during short-lived storm surges, or through marine water intrusion through the substrate. Here, there is greater evidence for extensive sabkha adjacent to the lakes, where evaporation led to the growth of gypsum nodules or, in some localities halite cubes, in the floodplain silts.

The preservation of evaporites during the wet season probably resulted from several factors. The common occurrence of cohesive debris flow deposits (Bennett et al., 2016) and the formation of temporary lakes during tropical rainfall events suggest high surface runoff over the low permeability floodplain. This may have resulted in only small dilution effects on the sulphate-saturated groundwater mass beneath the floodplain. Storm surges recharged perennial lakes with saline water. Sediment deposited during the wet season buried existing surfaces and added to lacustrine successions. Some of the perennial lakes may have been meromictic. This was possibly the case, for example, for deposition of the evaporite – siltstone laminites of Facies 4; laminated sediments are characteristic of many meromictic lakes (Babel, 2004). It is also possible that the evaporites formed during drier decadal or longer intervals which promoted preservation; no assessment has been published yet of climate rhythms within the region during the Tournaisian.

**Tournaisian evaporites**

Tournaisian evaporites are widespread in the palaeoequatorial British Isles and are also characteristic in successions from regions that would have been in close proximity, including eastern Canada. Further afield, in mainland Europe (including Belgium and Poland), Central Asia (Kazakhstan) and the western North America, Tournaisian evaporites are associated with carbonate successions.

In the British Isles, the thickest succession occurs in the centre of the Northumberland–Solway Basin, where 1153 m of anhydrite-bearing strata were proved in the Easton No 1 Well, north of Carlisle (Fig. 1; Ward, 1997). Within the succession of carbonate rocks and mudstone about 120 anhydrite beds range from 30 cm to 7.9 m thick. Although Ward (1997) correlated the uppermost
part of the anhydrite succession with the upper Chadian – lower Arundian Bewcastle Member of the Lyne Formation, the age of the lower part, which contains some of the thickest evaporite units, is not well-constrained biostratigraphically and probably extends down into the Tournaisian. Ward (1997) considered subaqueous gypsum deposition in salinas as the likely origin for the Easton anhydrite beds. However, thickness of units and inferred widespread subcrop (Fig. 1) suggest that these might be marine deposits. To the east, the occurrence of barite within Permian rocks adjacent to the Ninety Fathom Fault east of Newcastle and of brine flow into historic coal mine workings might suggest that the areal extent of these evaporites is even greater than suggested by Ward (1997) (Younger et al., 2016).

To the south, in Cumbria, thin beds of gypsum are associated with limestone in the Marsett Formation (Rose & Dunham, 1977) and breccias in the Pinsky Gill Formation at the western end of the Stainmore Basin may have formed through gypsum dissolution (Holliday et al., 1979). On the southern flank of the Askrigg Block in North Yorkshire, 26 m of laminated anhydrite, dolostone and dolomitic siltstone were proved in the Cominco S2 borehole (Fig. 1, Supplementary Data 1; Arthurton et al., 1988). In Derbyshire, 74 m of the upper Tournaisian Middleton Dale Anhydrite Formation were proved in the Eyam Borehole (Dunham, 1973; Strank, 1985). The formation consists of thinly interbedded dolostone, mudstone and anhydrite rock, the last lithotype comprising 45% of the thickness. The thinly interbedded character of the anhydrite rock and dolostone likely represents shallow, marginal marine environment during onlap of the Derbyshire High (Gutteridge, 1987). On the Hathern shelf and in the Widmerpool gulf between Derby and Loughborough, at least 97 m of nodular evaporite rock within a limestone–dolostone–mudstone succession of the Tournaisian Hathern Anhydrite Formation were proved in the Hathern No. 1 Borehole (Llewellyn & Stabbins, 1970) and in the Long Eaton No. 1 Borehole (Fig. 1; Supplementary Data 1). Here, Llewellyn & Stabbins (1970) and Carney et al. (2001) envisaged deposition in sabkhas.
In the south of Ireland, Famennian to Tournaisian times saw a diachronous marine transgression north-eastward on to non-marine strata of ‘cementstone’ facies (Clayton & Higgs, 1979; Clayton et al., 1986; Pracht & Somerville, 2015). Evaporites were proved in the subsurface in the Lough Allen Basin south-west of Enniskillen and near Killeshandra on the margin of the south-west limit of the Longford-Down Massif (Sheridan et al., 1967; Clayton & Higgs, 1979; Mitchell, 1992; Philcox et al., 1992; Waters et al., 2011). North-west of Lough Neagh, near Draperstown, the Tournaisian to earliest Chadian Altagoan Formation contains evaporite rocks within the 250 m of peritidal sandstone, siltstone and stromatolitic limestone (Owens et al., 1977; Mitchell, 1997).

On the south side of Belfast Lough, beds and nodules of calcified evaporite occur within the Ballycultrula Formation, a succession of about 140 m of siltstone interbedded with thin beds of fine-grained sandstone, dolostone and stromatolites (Griffith & Wilson, 1982; Clayton, 1986). A short distance to the north, the Belfast Harbour Borehole (Fig. 1) penetrated 199.5 m of thinly interbedded dolostone, limestone, evaporite rock and siltstone; anhydrite comprises 19% of the thickness, occurring in beds less than 1 m thick and as masses within dolostone beds (Smith, 1986). The presence of ?Sanguinolites, Serpula, algal framework detritus and structureless micritic pellets were inferred by Smith (1986) to indicate deposition in shallow marine or lagoonal environments.

Along the southern margin of Laurussia in eastern Canada, Tournaisian cementstone facies in the Maritimes Basin, similar to the Ballagan Formation, include halite, gypsum, anhydrite and glauberite in the upper part of the Albert Formation (Horton Group) in New Brunswick (Carter & Pickerill, 1985), the same unit that in Nova Scotia hosts significant tetrapod fossils (Anderson et al., 2015). The disseminated sulphates, in part replaced by calcite, are associated with an evaporitic lacustrine lithofacies comprising ‘shale’, siltstone and dolostone. However, these evaporites are on a smaller scale than the Visean Windsor Group in Nova Scotia that contains several hundreds of metres of evaporite deposits (Gibling et al., 2008).
Other equatorial evaporites from this time are not from coastal wetlands. On the southern margin of the Brabant Massif in Belgium, dolostone at the top of the Engihoul Formation is strongly karstified with depressions up to 15 m deep, and cavities filled with calcite replacements of selenitic gypsum growths and intercalations of crinoidal rudstone (Poty, 2016). In the Pomeranian Basin of NW Poland to the east, anhydrite beds and nodules are associated with black ‘shale’ and calcareous claystone of the upper Tournaisian Grzybowo Formation, deposited in a restricted lagoonal environment within a carbonate shelf setting (Matyja, 2008). A similar shallow marine and lagoonal setting in the Baltic region produced a succession of carbonate rocks with gypsum and siliciclastic rocks (Witzke, 1990). To the east, the passive margin of the separate continent of Kazakhstan hosted a platform-carbonate succession that contains substantial evaporite deposits (Alexeiev et al., 2015).

On the equatorial western margin of Laurussia, from North Dakota to Alberta and Manitoba, strata laid down in the Williston Basin and Prophet Trough contain nodular and massive anhydrite, halite and dolostone deposited in late Tournaisian times (Stott & Aitken, 1993; Petty, 2010). These evaporites formed in an arid, marginal marine to supratidal sabkha setting during sea-level regression (Petty, 2010).

**Climate implications**

Modern coastal evaporite deposits are characteristically associated with arid or semi-arid climate zones, but also occur in seasonally wet tropical biomes (Warren, 2006, 2010; Ziegler et al., 2003). Evidence cited recently from the Ballagan Formation suggests a tropical, seasonal coastal wetland environment, thus conflicting with previous climate conclusions based on the evaporites alone. No aeolian deposits are known from the Ballagan Formation, but in a succession of dominantly fine-grained rocks, recognition would perhaps be difficult. More significantly, Kearsey et al. (2016) described a diverse suite of palaeosols that indicate a floodplain wetland rich in habitats ranging from forest to marsh. Using soil geochemical proxies Kearsey et al. (2016) determined estimates of
mean annual rainfall of 1000 to 1500 mm, typical of equatorial zones. By contrast, abundant mudcrack horizons, the presence of deep vertic cracks in some of the palaeosols and variable soil alkalinitities attest to high rates of evaporation, episodic drying out and periods of alternating wetting and drying in a strongly seasonal climate. This regime is further supported by the form of tree growth rings from woody plants recovered from Ballagan Formation sites in SE Scotland which Falcon-Lang (1999) likened to extant araucarian conifer wood from seasonal equatorial environments. Moreover, dense lycopsid forests and swamps in the Albert Formation (Horton Group) of New Brunswick, and coal mires in the upper Tournaisian Price Formation of Virginia, are evidence of other wetlands that lie along the equatorial Laurussian margin at this time (Kreisa & Bambach, 1973; Falcon-Lang, 2004; Rygel et al., 2006).

Bennett et al. (2016) interpreted the many thin beds of sandy siltstone that are distributed through the Ballagan Formation as cohesive debris flow deposits generated during frequent flooding events, thus lending further support for seasonal events. The sandy siltstone beds are significant in that they preserve associated tetrapod skeletal elements, along with other vertebrate, invertebrate and plant fossils. These beds overlie desiccated substrates and palaeosols and the floodwaters may have resulted directly from precipitation, though overbank flooding caused by hinterland rainfall is also a possible source. The presence of charcoal in these beds suggests wild fires; a feature of the present-day equatorial seasonal biome. The many thin beds containing short residence colonizations of Chondrites trace makers provides evidence for episodic marine flooding (Bennett et al., 2017). Although the role of eustatic sea-level rises cannot be ruled out entirely as a cause of the flooding, it is more likely that this is related to storm surges in the monsoonal climate regime in the Tournaisian of the region envisaged by Wright (1990) and Falcon-Lang (1999).

Bennett et al. (2016) and Kearsey et al. (2016) interpreted the Ballagan coastal floodplain to have been covered by a mosaic of juxtaposed sedimentary environments hosting vegetated and aquatic habitats. These were subject to change through seasonal flooding events. Tetrapods
inhabited both the vegetated floodplain and floodplain lakes (Clack et al., 2016). The hypersaline lakes and sabkhas interpreted from the abundant evaporite deposits increase the diversity of habitats present on the floodplain though these would have been challenging ones for vertebrate animals. These Ballagan environments developed following the mass extinction events at the end of the Devonian (Kaiser et al., 2015), when vertebrate terrestrialization in the Tournaisian accompanied a change in the terrestrial flora that led to a new fluvial and floodplain architecture (Davies & Gibling, 2013).

Fragmentation of the southern margin of Laurussia in early Tournaisian times formed a gateway linking the Palaeotethys and Panthalassa oceans and established a monsoonal regime over northern Britain, Nova Scotia and adjacent areas (Wright, 1990; Falcon-Lang, 1999). The formation of evaporites at this time, and in particular the thick succession in the Northumberland – Solway Basin (Ward, 1997), is a direct consequence of this continental juxtaposition. An analogous but larger scale example are the halite and anhydrite deposits that formed on the equatorial margins of Brazil and Africa during initial opening of the Atlantic Ocean in Aptian times. Using fully coupled ocean-atmosphere models Chaboureau et al. (2012) showed that high salinity and aridity developed despite the equatorial location. Ziegler et al. (2003) noted that during Mesozoic and Cenozoic evaporite deposition coincided with seasonal climates, and juxtaposed with coal-forming environments because the continental configuration lead to the existence of shallow, extensive tropical seas and restricted basins.

Today, coastal wetlands with a strongly seasonal climate occupy more than two-thirds of the equatorial region (Morley, 2000), including southern Florida, parts of Central America, the Caribbean, Brazil, west Africa, northern Australia, and south-east Asia. However, evaporites have been described from few of these, and mostly from islands in the Caribbean. The British Virgin Islands, part of the Lesser Antilles, have an average annual rainfall of 1100 to 1200 mm, most of which is delivered during the hurricane season. Hypersaline ponds, associated with mangrove
forests, occur along the coasts of the islands and those ponds with salinities above 175‰ during the dry season precipitate gypsum (Jarecki & Walkey, 2006). In these ponds, the influx of seawater is through seepage or marine flooding. In the Bahamas, gypsum precipitates in Big Pond on Eleuthra Island (Glunk et al., 2011), whilst peats are accumulating on the coast of Florida nearby (Platt & Wright, 1992). Abundant gypsum is associated with lake and marsh clays of coastal lagoons in Belize (Rejmankova et al., 1996) and with thrombolites in Los Roques National Park, offshore Venezuela (Petrash et al., 2012). Gypsum crusts and microbial mats form in the hypersaline Gotomeer in the island of Bonaire, Netherlands Antilles (Kobluk & Crawford, 1990).

Highly saline wetlands are a feature of the Salum, Gambia and Casamance river estuaries of Senegal and The Gambia, in west Africa. These are caused by seasonally weak or absent freshwater flow in the rivers and extensive saline groundwater intrusion (Barusseau et al., 1985). Although pans constructed close to the rivers today produce salt, to the authors’ knowledge, no natural evaporite deposits have been described from this region. A seasonal climate is also present in some parts of equatorial south-east Asia where warm water carbonates are common today and in the Cenozoic in this marine gateway between the Pacific and Indian oceans (Wilson, 2012). However, evaporites are notably absent, possibly because of the high freshwater run-off from the surrounding landmasses and the lower sea salinity levels.

Some aspects of the sedimentology of the Ballagan Formation resemble those seen today in the Tigris–Euphrates delta (Aqrawi & Evans, 1994). However, the evidence cited above for a monsoonal regime in the region would seem to rule out the possibility that the Ballagan Formation floodplain represents a ‘wetland within a dryland’ environment with the common occurrence of salinas supplied by episodic influx of river water (Tooth & McCarthy, 2007; Pigati et al., 2014). Wetlands in arid regions experience much lower rainfall than that determined for the Ballagan Formation by Karsey et al. (2016).
Though coastal wetland evaporites are forming today in seasonal equatorial regions, there appear to be few examples described from the geological record. Gastaldo et al. (2006) suggested that the rarity of coastal marsh successions, for example, might be because of poor preservation potential. However, palustrine limestones are not rare: selected examples include from the Jurassic and Cenozoic of the UK (Andrews, 1986; Armenteros & Edwards, 2012), from the late Mississippian of Kentucky (Barnett et al., 2012) and from the upper Devonian in the Northwest Territories of Canada (MacNeil & Jones, 2006). Gypsum is only a minor component in these successions. By contrast, from the Mid to Late Jurassic, evaporites formed seaward of coal swamps in Algeria, similar to the situation in the Bahamas and Florida today (Ziegler et al., 2003). The Lower Cretaceous, Leza Formation of the Cameros Basin, northern Spain (Suarez-Gonzalez et al., 2015) is an example of a coastal wetland succession with a diverse range of palaeoenvironments, like the Ballagan Formation, and including evaporitic lakes that deposited dolostone with gypsum. However, only the Canadian and Algerian examples were in equatorial locations at the time of deposition. The Ballagan Formation is therefore an unusual example in the geological record of a tropical, seasonal, coastal wetland that contains an abundance of evaporite forms and facies.

CONCLUSIONS

Small-scale evaporite deposits are a widespread and important facies of the coastal wetlands of equatorial Laurussia. They occur throughout the 13 million years spanned by the Tournaisian Ballagan Formation. The evaporites of Britain, Ireland and eastern Canada are apparently unique among widespread Tournaisian deposits in that they formed in an equatorial, strongly seasonal coastal wetland. There are few examples in the geological record and these Tournaisian deposits represent an unusual palaeoenvironment that is rarely preserved. Elsewhere, Tournaisian evaporites are associated with marginal marine to shallow marine carbonate systems.
In northern Britain, thin beds of laminated anhydrite, along with nodular gypsum and anhydrite (typically less than 1 to 2 m thick) occur locally throughout the Ballagan Formation in the Midland Valley, in the Tweed Basin and along the northern margin of the Northumberland – Solway basin. In this last example, anhydrite successions reaching >1000 m characterize the depocentre indicating the importance and long-lived development of evaporites.

The evaporite deposits represent the existence of ephemeral brine pans to semi-permanent hypersaline lakes or salinas on the floodplain, though some also formed in the subsurface of widespread surrounding sabkhas. Monsoon storms may have initiated and recharged the lakes, directly from precipitation and run-off, and importantly through the addition of marine waters during storm surges. These evaporites are compatible with a strongly seasonal climate for the region that has been proposed elsewhere from palaeosol types and geochemical proxies, and from palaeobotanical evidence. The thickness and extent of these Mississippian examples suggest that salinas and sabkhas were a significant component of this palaeoequatorial setting.

This research shows that the presence of small-scale evaporite deposits in the rock record do not necessarily imply an arid or semi-arid climate. The implications for current understanding of the palaeoenvironment and palaeoclimate in the Tournaisian are appreciated only alongside additional evidence from, for example, palaeosols. The widespread presence increases the diversity and complexity of habitats across large areas of the Tournaisian palaeoequatorial region in which the tetrapods first became terrestrialized.
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Figures

Fig. 1. Distribution of Tournaisian and evaporite rocks in the Midland Valley of Scotland and Northumberland – Solway Basin. Key boreholes are shown; Com S2 – Cominco S2. Borehole metadata are given in Supplementary Data 1. Ballagan Formation outcrop from the British Geological Survey DiGMapGB © NERC 2015. Concealed evaporite subcrop in the Northumberland – Solway Basin after Ward (1997).

Fig. 2. Lower Mississippian stratigraphy in the Midland Valley of Scotland and Northumberland – Solway Basin (after Waters et al., 2011); KCBV – Kelso, Cottonshope and Birrenswark volcanic formations. Ballagan Formation (Browne, 1980) subsumes the Tyningham Formation (Chisholm et al., 1989), Cementstone Group (Miller, 1887; Greig, 1988) and part of the Lower Border Group (Lumsden et al., 1967; Day, 1970; Leeder, 1974). The Kinnesswood, Ballagan and Clyde Sandstone formations comprise the Inverclyde Group (Browne et al., 1999). The palynostratigraphy of the Ballagan Formation is from Stephenson et al. (2002, 2004a,b), Williams et al. (2005) and Smithson et al. (2012).

Fig. 3. Distribution of evaporite occurrences in selected boreholes in the west and north of the
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Midland Valley of Scotland. The black curves within the stratigraphical columns represent the proportional thickness of grey, laminated siltstone/mudstone per 10 m interval through the succession.

Fig. 4. Lithological logs and stratigraphical distribution of sedimentary characteristics of the Ballagan Formation in the Norham and Hoddom borehole cores. Main fluvial sandstone units in yellow. Note difference in scale between the logs.

Fig. 5. Photomicrographs of evaporite textures from the Norham West Mains Farm and Hoddom cores; (A) to (F) in crossed-polars. (A) Lozenge-shaped pseudomorphs of anhydrite after gypsum in very fine-grained sandstone cemented by anhydrite. Hoddom, depth 160.61 m. SSK70688. Field of view 2 mm. (B) Packed pseudomorphs of anhydrite after gypsum in dark dolomicrite matrix. Hoddom, depth 169.00 m. SSK70687. Field of view 3.3 mm. (C) Aphanitic cores and subparallel-aligned anhydrite in coalesced nodular mass within dolostone bed. Norham, depth 448.85 m. SSK38034. Field of view 2 mm. (D) Margin of nodular mass with interlayering of aphanitic anhydrite aggregates with host siltstone. Some of the anhydrite aggregates resemble gypsum crystal forms. Facies 2 at depth 467.90 m, Norham. SSK55670. Field of view 3.3 mm. (E) Aphanitic anhydrite in smaller nodules and around margin of larger mass, the centre of which is composed of granoblastic anhydrite (top). From Facies 2 at depth 493.54 m, Norham. SSK55673. Field of view 3.3 mm. (F) Granoblastic texture in anhydrite rock. Same unit as D, Norham depth 467.84 m. SSK55670. Field of view 3.3 mm.

Fig. 6. Sedimentary log illustrating the context of the evaporites in the saline – hypersaline lake facies association; Norham core, depth 445.84 to 451.58 m: (A) to (F) refer to photographs in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Core images for evaporite-bearing units in Fig. 6. (A) Facies 2b; (B) and (C) Facies 5; (D) Facies 1 (top and third from top) and Facies 5; (E) Facies 4; (F) Facies 5. All cores are 102 mm across.
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Fig. 8. Selected examples of evaporite facies from the Ballagan Formation. All except for (C) are from the Norham core, width of core and image 102 mm; (C) from the Hoddom core, width 46 mm; all depths are given below ground level. (A) Facies 1a, nodular anhydrite, depth 474.40 to 474.60 m. (B) Facies 1a, enterolithic vein, depth 468.05 to 468.16 m. (C) Facies 1b, beds of small nodules in fine-grained sandstone, depth 135.81 to 135.92 m. (D) Facies 3, pink nodular gypsum within dolomicrite matrix, cut by white gypsum veins; note thin unit of laminated dolomicrite beneath upper gypsum vein separating two nodule beds; depth 182.42 to 182.85 m. (E) Anhydrite rock zone with stylolitic contact and traces of siltstone between nodules, Facies 2, 377.99 to 378.10 m. (F) Facies 5, ferroan dolostone containing anhydrite nodules; water escape structure at top of unit, depth 482.06 to 482.27 m. (G) Facies 4, alternating millimetric lamination in siltstone and anhydrite rock, depth 450.76 to 450.83 m;

Fig. 9. Examples of Facies 2 from the Norham core (core width 102 mm). (A) Facies 2a, including separated nodular, anhydrite rock and protonodular zones. Note the water-escape structure at the top of the dolostone hosting the nodular zone. The protonodular zone is hosted in laminated siltstone and dolomitic siltstone. Depth 422.14 to 422.94 m. (B) Facies 2b, showing nodular and chicken-wire zones. At the top, the protonodular zone is weakly developed. Depth 436.98 to 437.38 m. (C) Facies 2a (322.70 to 323.37 m) overlain by Facies 5 dolostone with evaporite nodules. Most of the evaporite mineral is secondary gypsum but the well-defined nodular, anhydrite rock and protonodular zones are present in Facies 2. The protonodular zone at the base is hosted by laminated dolostone. Central section of core is polished to reveal textures.

Fig. 10. Sedimentary features indicating the former presence of microbial mats in the Ballagan Formation. All depths given beneath ground level. (A) Protonodules of gypsum (gy) with rims of poikilotopic dolomite in interlaminated siltstone and very fine-grained sandstone at the base of Facies 2a. The dark laminae deformed by the protonodules are composed of planar-s to planar-e dolomite rhombs that are detailed in B. Largest protonodule is 6 mm across. Norham core, depth
422.65 m. Scan of thin section SSK55656. Field of view 30 mm. (B) Electron backscatter image of detail of one of the dark dolomite laminae in (A). Note thin films of clay minerals (c) associated with fine-grained pyrite (bright specks) and floating grains of quartz (q). Pore-fills of anhydrite (a) are also present. (C) Disrupted and torn strips of claystone (dark layers) interleaved with aphanitic anhydrite (pale areas). Facies 4, Norham, depth 450.70 m. Rectangle indicates location of (D). Field of view 26 mm across. Scan of thin section SSK70682. (D) Detail from right-hand side of (C) in plane-parallel light showing brownish clay-rich layers alternating with pale anhydrite dominated layers. The claystone laminae contain narrow strips of carbonaceous matter, scattered quartz and feldspar grains, pockets of anhydrite and randomly orientated mica plates. Field of view 2 mm. (E) and (F) Electron backscatter images of pyrite-rich (bright trails and specks) dolostone hosting protonodules of secondary gypsum (gy) with rims of planar-e dolomite (d). In (E), the arrows indicate the margin of the gypsum nodule bed. Norham core, depth 182.42 m. SSK55666. (F) Detail of (E) showing the mesh-like pyrite trails outlining the former presence of tubular structures interpreted as possible microbial filaments. Note the pyrite frambooids (p) and entrapped grains of mica (m) and quartz (q).

Fig. 11. Secondary evaporite textures from the Norham West Mains Farm and Hoddom cores: (A) to (F) in crossed-polars. (A) Porphyrotopic gypsum (gy) with abundant anhydrite inclusions at margin of anhydrite (An) nodule. Matrix siltstone cut by gypsum vein. Norham, depth 421.54 m. SSK61191. Field of view 3.3 mm. (B) Gypsum (gy) nodules in dark dolomicrite (top right); rim to nodule of polymodal planar-e to planar-s dolomite. Norham, depth 182.61 m. SSK55666. Field of view 3.3 mm. (C) Porphyrotypic gypsum with anhydrite inclusions replaced by finer grained anhedral gypsum and overprinted by variable amounts of dolomite. Norham depth 377.71 m. SSK55651. Field of view 3.3 mm. (D) Gypsum nodules (gy) within laminated dolomicroite containing streaks of organic matter (c); granular gypsum vein to left. Norham depth 182.76 m. SSK55668. Field of view 3.3 mm. (E) Anhydrite vein, cutting anhydrite nodules (n) and silty dolostone (s); nodules heavily overprinted with polymodal planar-s dolomite. Norham depth 451.39 m. SSK61185. Field of view 3.3 mm. (F) Poikilotopic anhydrite cement in very fine-grained sandstone beneath dolomicrite with nodular
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anhydrite. Hoddom, depth 169.43 m. SSK42175. Field of view 1.5 mm.

Fig. 12. Cartoon to illustrate the evaporite palaeoenvironments.

Table 1. Summary of the petrographic characteristics of the evaporite forms in the Ballagan Formation.

Table 2. Summary of the diagenesis of the evaporite rocks in the Ballagan Formation. References cited support the interpretation except for 8 and 10 which are specific to these rocks.

**Supplementary Data**

1. Summary data for boreholes penetrating Tournaisian rocks in the UK.
2. Evaporite occurrences in the Norham cores.
3. Evaporite occurrences in the Hoddom cores.
Table 1. Summary of the petrographic characteristics of the evaporite forms in the Ballagan Formation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaporite form</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Host rock and associated evaporite forms</th>
<th>Facies</th>
<th>Anhydrite texture</th>
<th>Gypsum textures</th>
<th>Dolomite texture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pseudomorphs after halite</td>
<td>Disseminated euhedral and hopper crystals replaced in silt and sand</td>
<td>Siltstone and laminated fine-grained sandstone. Not associated with other facies</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Not present</td>
<td>Not present</td>
<td>Not present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudomorphs after primary gypsum</td>
<td>Euhedral and subhedral shapes to anhydrite aggregates up to 3 mm diameter</td>
<td>Sandstone, dolostone and siltstone</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Aphanitic aggregates</td>
<td>Not seen</td>
<td>Generally not overprinted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protonodules</td>
<td>&lt;5 mm diameter gypsum and anhydrite typically lying along lamination; also as dispersed, angular, irregular-shaped masses</td>
<td>Grey laminated siltstone, silty dolostone and dolomite; very thin dolomicroite laminae associated with protonodules</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Aphanitic aggregates, some forms reminiscent of single gypsum crystals; inclusions in secondary gypsum protonodules</td>
<td>Porphyrotopic single or multiple crystals, some replacing several protonodules</td>
<td>Isolated crystals, rims and replacement of gypsum by polymodal planar-s rhombs with grain-size av. 0.11 mm, cloudy cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodules gypsum</td>
<td>Round to angular nodules and coalesced masses; may form chicken-wire or enterolithic-like structures; some with diffuse margin.</td>
<td>Dolostone. Typically associated with many narrow and discontinuous late gypsum veins</td>
<td>3, 5</td>
<td>Inclusions abundant in gypsum; minor remnant areas aphanitic anhydrite</td>
<td>Porphyrotopic grains; small nodules may be single crystals; grain boundaries irregular, extinction undulose and contain anhydrite inclusions</td>
<td>Polymodal, planar-s rhombs at margin of nodule, with sporadic dispersed planar-s rhombs; with increasing dolomitization planar-s aggregates replace evaporite form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prismatic gypsum</td>
<td>Dispersed single and radiating aggregates originating from anhydrite nodule margin</td>
<td>Overprinting nodular or chicken-wire anhydrite</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>As for nodular anhydrite</td>
<td>Well terminated prismatic crystals up to 20 x 10 mm</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular nodules anhydrite and gypsum</td>
<td>Dispersed elongate aggregates with intricate, irregular margins</td>
<td>Dolostone; may pass down into thinly laminated evaporite - dolostone couplets</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Aphanitic aggregates with some coarser elongate crystals</td>
<td>Porphyrotopic</td>
<td>Narrow margin polymodal planar-s rhombs, scattered unimodal planar-s to abundant close-packed aggregates of polymodal planar-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic anhydrite</td>
<td>High proportion (up to 85%) of generally small (&lt;1 cm) nodules dispersed through matrix.</td>
<td>Dolostone and siltstone. Typically grades into nodular or chicken-wire forms.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>As for pro nodular anhydrite</td>
<td>Not seen</td>
<td>Not seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodules anhydrite</td>
<td>Round to elongate or angular and irregular nodules and nodular masses 1 to 15 cm across; margins sharp and smooth or cauillform; some narrow enclaves of siltstone or dolostone. Sinuous trains forming enterolithic veins</td>
<td>Common as isolated single and clustered masses in typically laminated siltstone and dolostone; lamination deformed above and below mass. Also occurs with chicken-wire and laminated anhydrite forms</td>
<td>1, 2, 5</td>
<td>Aphanitic, roughly circular to rhombohedral 'cores'; surrounded by parallel-aligned and sheaf-like aggregates of ragged laths, becoming decussate locally; patchily overgrown by stubby subhedral granular grains. Grains 0.0018 to 0.21 mm. Aligned texture typical at nodule margin</td>
<td>Nodules rimmed with porphyrotopic gypsum average 0.6 mm; grain boundaries irregular, extinction undulose, and contain anhydrite inclusions</td>
<td>Margins rimmed with polymodal planar-s rhombs, dispersed unimodal planar-s crystals within nodule to increasing overprint with polymodal planar-s aggregates; average grain size 0.1 mm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken-wire anhydrite</td>
<td>Mass of coalesced microcrystalline anhydrite nodules, separated by mm wide discontinuous relics of siltstone or dolostone between nodules. Nodules are irregular and typically flattened, some elongated vertically.</td>
<td>Minor included siltstone or dolostone; associated with nodular and laminated forms.</td>
<td>2, 5</td>
<td>Aphanitic 'cores' and parallel-aligned, elongate crystals 0.0018 to 0.21 mm adjacent to nodule margin and in smaller nodules. Replaced in some samples by granoblastic anhydrite which increases from &lt;0.1 mm near margin to 0.36 to 0.49 mm in centre.</td>
<td>Not seen</td>
<td>Not commonly present; sporadic dispersed unimodal, planar-s rhombs with cloudy cores and clear rims (av. 0.11 mm); sporadic dispersed unimodal planar-s rhombs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anhydrite-rock</td>
<td>Homogeneous microcrystalline</td>
<td>Always in association with other facies.</td>
<td>2, 4</td>
<td>Nematoblastic to granoblastic; parallel</td>
<td>Replacement by veins of</td>
<td>Sporadic dispersed unimodal planar-s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laminated anhydrite</th>
<th>anhydrite with lamination defined by discontinuous trails and enclaves of siltstone</th>
<th>Sharp contacts with chicken-wire or nodular forms</th>
<th>prismatic gypsum with abundant tiny anhydrite inclusions</th>
<th>to planar rhombs, but when granoblastic texture fully developed dolomite is generally absent. Not seen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mn-scale laminae with anhydrite</td>
<td>Interlaminated with siltstone or dolomicrite</td>
<td>aligned subsequent to elongate and equant anhedral crystals with average grain size 0.2 mm</td>
<td>Aphanitic anhydrite as lenticular and prismatic pseudomorphs after gypsum; or anhedral granular anhydrite</td>
<td>Not seen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veins anhydrite/gypsum</td>
<td>Abundant narrow (&lt;5 mm), continuous or discontinuous, typically subhorizontal veins of gypsum or anhydrite; thicker veins of satin spar. Small, irregular discontinuous veins link evaporite masses</td>
<td>Veins cut all facies and are typically characteristic of exposed strata. Gypsum veins most abundant where gypsum is dominant evaporite form particularly with nodular gypsum. Anhydrite veins present in lower parts of boreholes associated with nodular anhydrite masses.</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>1. Granular aggregates (average 0.4 mm) with anhydrite inclusions. 2. Stubby anhedral crystals without anhydrite inclusions. 3. Satin spar, coarse elongate laths, inclusion free, commonly grown from each side of vein. Planar-s dolomite overgrowths to gypsum vein type 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cements</td>
<td>Gypsum or anhydrite (depth dependent)</td>
<td>Fine or very fine-grained sandstone; rarely dolostone and siltstone.</td>
<td>Poikilotopic crystals up to 1.5 mm</td>
<td>Poikilotopic crystals up to 1 mm. Not seen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 2.** Summary of the diagenesis of the evaporite rocks in the Ballagan Formation. References cited support the interpretation except for 8 and 10 which are specific to these rocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Mineralogy &amp; texture</th>
<th>Where</th>
<th>Timing and depth</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary gypsum</td>
<td>Former presence inferred from lenticular pseudomorphs of aphanitic anhydrite</td>
<td>Hoddom: in evaporite laminites and sandy siltstone beds; Norham: sporadic at margin of nodules</td>
<td>Tournaisian; primary sediment and in shallow subjacent sediment</td>
<td>1, 2, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum dehydration to anhydrite</td>
<td>Aphanitic anhydrite cores with wheatsheaf or fasciculate anhydrite surrounding; granoblastic anhydrite. Poikilotopic anhydrite cement</td>
<td>Aphanitic in Hoddom and Norham; granoblastic in Facies 2 Norham</td>
<td>Tournaisian; shallow subsurface</td>
<td>1, 7, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial fermentation diagenesis</td>
<td>Laminae of dolomite crystals 8 to 25 μm containing thin layers of clay minerals, corroded quartz grains and associated clumps of pyrite frambooids</td>
<td>Putative microbial mats at base Facies 2 in Norham</td>
<td>Carboniferous, during burial 10 to 1000 m</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burial</td>
<td>Possible grain growth of granoblastic anhydrite, but otherwise little effect inferred; granular anhydrite veins</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Carboniferous, to depths not exceeding ca 2.5 km</td>
<td>1, 2, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehydration - secondary gypsum</td>
<td>1. Porphyrotopic gypsum rims to evaporite nodules; anhydrite inclusions</td>
<td>Norham: 340 to 430 m</td>
<td>Late Carboniferous/Early Permian exhumation.</td>
<td>3, 5, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Alabastrine secondary gypsum: replacement of nodules by anhedral gypsum with sutured margins and undulose extinction; abundant anhydrite inclusions</td>
<td>Norham: above 340 m; Hoddom above ca 153 m</td>
<td>Differing depths in boreholes indicate different uplift histories related to their locations relative to the Southern Uplands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Satin spar veins</td>
<td>Accompanies 2. Noted in all boreholes in Midland Valley and present in many surface exposures.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomitization</td>
<td>Medium-grained, polymodal planar-e to planar-s replacement rims to nodules, to planar-s replacement of nodules; cloudy cores, clear rims. Fe content increases with depth. Granoblastic anhydrite not affected.</td>
<td>Norham and Hoddom; non-planar seen below 450m in Norham, but not present in Hoddom</td>
<td>Late Carboniferous/Early Permian or later. Non-planar dolomite suggests that temperature did not much exceed 60°C</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcitization</td>
<td>Coarsely crystalline calcite and dolomite</td>
<td>Seen only at exposure, e.g. Burnmouth; also in Northern Ireland</td>
<td>Quaternary(?); near surface</td>
<td>4, 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ev</td>
<td>evaporite beds, gypsum or anhydrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dolo</td>
<td>dolostones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sandy</td>
<td>sandy siltstones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parallel laminated bedding</td>
<td>parallel laminated bedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>convoluted bedding</td>
<td>convoluted bedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brecciation</td>
<td>brecciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plant fragments</td>
<td>plant fragments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bioturbation</td>
<td>bioturbation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ostracods</td>
<td>ostracods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>am</td>
<td>microbial mat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>nodule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pa</td>
<td>anhydrite protonodules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>